The MOST PRODUCTIVE
reels on the market
• Increase mow speed up to 36% with the 15-blade reel.
  Maximize mow speed while maintaining the desired frequency-of-clip (FOC) and reel speed.
• Electronically programmable speed controls and the highest number of reel blades on greens mowers are only available through Jacobsen. Only Jacobsen delivers the highest productivity, saving you time and money.

The BEST QUALITY-OF-CUT
in the business
• Additional blades provide a tighter FOC, thus reducing stragglers, yielding a smoother surface, and delivering the ability to raise the height-of-cut without compromising ball speed.
• Nothing cuts like a Jake. Jacobsen Classic XP™ Reels with Advanced Relief Technology™ are renowned for the best quality-of-cut in the industry.

The HEALTHIEST TURF
on your course
• By raising the height-of-cut, you can minimize stress on the turf and reduce your water and chemical usage.

Save Time and Money
• Allows for less chemical and water usage, saving you money.
• Virtually eliminates the need to double cut, saving you time.
• Increased mow speed saves time and labor costs and allows you to stay ahead of golfers.

More Blades Provide a Tighter FOC

At maximum mow speed, the 15-blade left reel can provide a tighter FOC than any other reel on the market.

Tight FOC means faster, more consistent ball speed.

A tighter FOC provides a smoother playing surface, increasing ball speed. With the 15-blade reel you can now achieve this tighter FOC at a higher height-of-cut and maintain current ball speed.

*Diagrams not to scale. For illustration purposes only.
THE JACOBSEN® CLASSIC XP™ REEL ADVANTAGE

Classic XP™ Reels with Advanced Relief Technology™ provide the legendary quality-of-cut Jacobsen is known for. Whether 7, 9, 11 or 15-blade, the increased durability, reduced wear and extended life allow the reels to maintain a sharp edge longer, resulting in a consistent cut, and less labor and downtime.

- Advanced Relief Technology features a 45-degree relief angle and improved face angle of the reel blade to significantly extend the life of the blade and optimize it for less wear and abrasion.

- The Jacobsen grinding process yields the best blade surface and delivers up to three times more spin grinds than generic aftermarket blades.

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS AND 15-BLADE REELS

The perfect combination of productivity and quality-of-cut.

The Jacobsen® Classic XP™ 15-blade reel offers unbeatable performance on all of Jacobsen’s walking and riding greens mowers. On our ECLIPSE® line of walking and riding greens mowers, the electronic dual motor controls provide the ability to adjust the frequency of clip (FOC) independent to the mow speed, thus optimizing the ability to adapt to course requirements and conditions, and increase run time. By programming mow speed, reel speed, and height-of-cut to your course’s needs, the Jacobsen Classic XP™ 15-blade reel will make it easier than ever to take your greens to tournament conditions.

WHY CHOOSE JACOBSEN?

- No other manufacturer has more blades or a better quality-of-cut.
- No other manufacturer has electronically programmable controls to adjust FOC, reel speed and mow speed.
- We give you the most productive and the best quality-of-cut greens mowers on the market.
- You will have the most productive cutting machines available.

MODELS AVAILABLE

ECLIPSE® 2 | Greens King® 500 Series | PGM™ 22 | ECLIPSE® 322 | GP400 | Greens King® IV

Service reels available for models listed above.
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